In this study, a significant number of experimental tests to proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells were conducted to investigate the effect of gas flow fields on fuel cell performance. Graphite plates with various flow field or flow channel designs, from literature survey and also novel designs by the authors, were used for the PEM fuel cell assembly. The fabricated fuel cells have an effective membrane area of 23.5 cm 2 . The results showed that the serpentine flow channel design is still favorable, giving the best single fuel cell performance amongst all the studied flow channel designs. A novel symmetric serpentine flow field was proposed for a relatively large sized fuel cell application. Four fuel cell stacks each including four cells were assembled using different designs of serpentine flow channels. The output power performances of fuel cell stacks were compared and the novel symmetric serpentine flow field design is recommended for its very good performance.
INTRODUCTION
Fuel cells are known as one of the most efficient energy conversion devices. Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells have advantages such as low operating temperature, high power density, rapid startup, as well as excellent reliability and durability over other types of fuel cells. PEM fuel cells are widely recognized being suitable for wide applications as power sources for automobiles and small to medium scale portable and stationary backup power suppliers.
Many researchers have devoted their efforts to improve the fuel cell performance and efficiency in the last two decades. Among the measures applied in developing better fuel cells, fuel and oxidant flow fields optimization is still one of the very active topics (Siegel, 2008) . To better observe the effect of the flow field design in the performance of the fuel cells, both numerical simulations and experimental tests have been widely used. While experimental tests can measure the overall fuel cell performance, the numerical simulations help understand the detailed mechanisms of species concentrations, temperature gradients, and pressure distributions throughout a flow field. Su et al. (2006) experimentally studied the water flooding phenomena in the cathode channels. Studies to water flooding and flow characteristics have also been reported by Liu et al. (2006 Liu et al. ( , 2008 . Akhtar et al. (2009) studied the kinetics and transport mechanisms of water droplets in cathode channels. Numerical studies for water management and water transport in GDL have been conducted by Jiao et al. (2006) and Suresh and Jayanti (2010) . The numerical investigation by Khakpour and Vafai (2008) and Sun et al. (2005) studied the transport phenomena considering liquid and gas phases of water in PEM fuel cells based on a comprehensive modeling. Dokkar et al. (2011) presented a single phase computational model, which elucidates three-dimensional interactions between mass transport and electrochemical kinetics. Cao et al. (2013) also developed a three-dimensional, two-phase, non-isothermal model, which could investigate the interaction between mass transport and electrochemistry processes in PEM fuel cells.
Flow field designs to the fuel cell performance have been widely studied (Aiyejina and Sastry, 2012) . Wang et al. (2007 Wang et al. ( , 2008b studied PEM fuel cells using serpentine, parallel, and interdigitated flow channels. Chen and Peng (2011) studied the PEM fuel cell current density distributions under different flow field designs. Peng et al. (2011) optimized interdigitated flow channels for PEM fuel cells. Wang et al. (2008a) specifically studied various serpentine flow channel designs on the species transport and performance. It has been generally recognized that flow field designs can have a significant impact on the performance and power density of a PEM fuel cell. With an optimal design of the flow field of reactants, increases up to 50% in power density have been reported (Watkins et al., 1992) .
Although studies on various types of flow field designs have been reported, the operating conditions of various studies are different, and thus it is not easy to compare the results from different authors directly. Therefore, in this study the authors did an effort to comprehensively survey different flow channel designs. All the designs, including a novel design proposed by the authors, are considered and fabricated, and the experimental test results of the fuel cell performance were compared on the same basis of materials of membrane, graphite plates for flow channels, as well as operating conditions.
CONFIGURATION OF PEM FUEL CELL GAS FLOW FIELDS
Four general types of flow fields have been developed by researchers in the past. As shown in Figure 1 , they are the ones with serpentine flow channels, parallel flow channels, interdigitated flow fields, and flow field with pin type current collectors.
www.frontiersin.org Figure 2F is the so called interdigitated flow field, in which the supplied gases must diffuse laterally underneath the channel walls to flow to the channels for flowing out. A spiral flow channel design is shown in Figure 2G , which is essentially a single channel design.
The dimensions of machined graphite plates are shown in Figure 3 . The total thickness of graphite plate is 5 mm. The channel depth is 1.0 and 2.0 mm for hydrogen and air flow channels, respectively. According to the authors' earlier research work (Liu et al., 2013) , the channel width and wall width have an effect on the cell performance. Therefore, the recommended channel and wall width ratios (preferably a smaller wall/channel ratio) were chosen for better efficiency. In this comparison study, all types of flow fields have a channel width of 1 mm and wall width of 1 mm for both anode side and cathode-side plates.
With the flow field designs, engineering drawings of graphite plates were made in CAD software. The CAD drawings were imported to software Mastercam, which interpreted the drawing to G-codes for CNC machining process. All the graphite plates were fabricated using CNC machine to ensure high accuracy. electrode assemblies (MEAs) from one manufacturer was used for all the tests, which include a membrane of Nafion 115 with platinum loadings of 0.4 mg/cm 2 . The MEA and gas diffusion layers were pre-laminated at factory with an effective area of 23.5 cm 2 . The gas diffusion layers are made of carbon fiber cloth.
FUEL CELL ASSEMBLING
The anode and cathode graphite plates, with flow channels fabricated, are assembled together with MEA. Two plastic end-plates are used to sandwich the fuel cell to maintain good electrical contact between all components. Since the electrical contact resistant between the graphite plates and the gas diffusion layers depends on pressure applied on the contacting surfaces (Yoon et al., 2004) , all the assembly of the fuel cells should have the same compression to ensure that study and comparison of the fuel cell performance for other factors is based on the same contact resistance. A torque meter was used to indicate the same torque on the bolts when assembling a fuel cell.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The front panel of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4 . Key components in the setup are marked in the figure, which include: a hydrogen tank and pressure control valve, mass flow controllers for hydrogen, flow meter for air, air supply tubes with pressure regulation, humidity and temperature measurement equipment, humidifier to air and hydrogen, a single fuel cell, a load/resistance box, and a voltmeter.
During the experiment, compressed air from the lab building was filtered, measured, and humidified before supplied to fuel cell. The airflow humidification is controlled by adjusting the dew point temperature (in a range of 30-80°C) of the humidifier. The supplied hydrogen was also humidified in a beaker with purified DI water before delivered to fuel cell anode flow channels. The hydrogen humidifier can also be maintained to have a constant temperature. Flow controllers (SERIRRA Smart Trak-2) was used to set and display flow rate of hydrogen. The flow rate of airflow is measured by a flow meter.
The fuel cell was connected with a load box, which provided an electrical load with a resistance in the range of 0.1-1000 Ω. The voltages from the cell were measured by a FLUKE voltmeter, and the current flow is then calculated from the measured voltage and the resistance of the load.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
According to the authors' former observation for the flow arrangements (concurrent or countercurrent flow) (Liu and Li, 2013a) in fuel cells, countercurrent flow of hydrogen versus air/oxygen showed better performance. Therefore, all PEM fuel cells tested in this work were conducted with countercurrent flow arrangement for hydrogen and air. The supplies of hydrogen and oxygen were more than that needed for the tested current densities.
EFFECT OF FLOW FIELD DESIGNS
The performance of fuel cells due to the different designs of the flow channels is to be compared. In the tests, the hydrogen and air flow rates were set at constant of 189 and 1274 sccm, respectively, and the humidifiers of hydrogen and airflow have a dew point of 30°C. Figure 5 gives a comparison of the performance of single fuel cells having serpentine, parallel V1, pin V1, interdigitated, and spiral designs of flow fields. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the performance of fuel cells having serpentine, parallel V2, pin V2, interdigitated, and spiral designs of flow fields.
It is observed from the above figures that flow field configurations play a significant role on the fuel cell's voltage and power output. The fuel cell with the serpentine flow channel design offers the highest power output, while the spiral flow channel design gives the lowest power output. The interdigitated flow field design showed the second lowest output power compared to other types of flow field designs. The output power from the fuel cell with serpentine flow field is around 3.72 W, which is two times higher than the worst case due to spiral flow field design. The output performance of serpentine flow field over others in PEM fuel cells www.frontiersin.org also has been reported by other researchers. Roshandel et al. has conducted CFD simulation and experimental test on PEM fuel cell with serpentine flow field, parallel flow, and bio pattern field. They found similar results that serpentine flow field outperforms parallel flow (Roshandel et al., 2012) . Taccani and Zuliani (2011) has compared the performance of high temperature PEM fuel cell with multiple serpentine flow channels and parallel channels and found out that the former one generated higher power density than the later one under four sets of flow rates. Ferng et al. (2008) did experimental tests on PEM fuel cell and reported similar results. Lobato et al. (2010 Lobato et al. ( , 2011 had conduct experimental tests to compared four types of flow field designs -serpentine, parallel, pin, and interdigitated -and they found serpentine had the highest output power of all. Jang et al. (2008) numerically compared the performance of PEM fuel cell with four-channel serpentine, the so called Z-type flow field and parallel channel flow field, and they found that a cell with four-channel serpentine flow field showed the best performance. Wang et al. (2009) reported numerical computation of PEM fuel cells with serpentine, parallel, and interdigitated flow field, and the first one demonstrated the highest output power under a cross section area of 41 mm × 41 mm.
The serpentine flow field provides many advantages. The serpentine channel design has a flow field that could balance water removal (preventing water flooding) and an acceptable pressure drop, and at the same time, maintains a good humidity in the cathode channels, which prevents membrane dehydration Park and Li, 2007) . Similar conclusion was observed by Jithesh et al. (2012) in their numerical study. The liquid water distribution inside the cell with serpentine flow field and parallel flow field from their work are shown in Figure 7 . It is observed that serpentine flow field has water distributed and gradually increased from air inlet to outlet with a counter current supply of hydrogen. On the other hand, water was not uniformly spread out in the parallel channel flow field and there is a peak region with large amount of liquid water. The magnitude of the amount of water in this peak region for parallel flow field is much higher than that of serpentine flow field. Therefore, serpentine flow field improves the water distribution inside the cell and avoids excessive amount of water blocking the gas diffusion.
For the spiral flow channel design, it was examined and found that the ineffective water removal is responsible for the low power output. This was observed when the operated cell was opened and the remaining liquid water in the flow channels was visually examined. In the interdigitated flow channel design, an important characteristic is that all flow channels have a dead end. The flow must force the reactants in the channel to flow in-plane of GDL through its pores. This could bring in inevitable large pressure drop and increases the possibility of flooding on the cathode electrode.
Because the flow channel designs of pin versions 1 and 2 are evolved from the parallel channel designs of versions 1 and 2, the fuel cells using these flow field designs are specifically compared in Figure 8 . The parallel version 1 and its evolved pin version 1 offer better performance of the fuel cell than that of their corresponding counterpart of parallel version 2 and its evolved pin version 2. The fuel cell with pin version 1 flow field has output power of 3.27 W, which is 10% higher than that of fuel cells using pin version 2. A better flow distribution in the flow fields of parallel version 1 and pin version 1 might be responsible to this output performance. It is also clear that at these tested low current densities, higher power densities were observed for the two fuel cells with pin version flow fields compared to their corresponding counterparts of parallel channel designs. This might be because that the pin type of flow field designs offer larger reactive area as well as enhanced mass transfer. After all, because of its output performance over all other tested flow field designs, serpentine flow field is recommended.
TEST OF FUEL CELL STACK IN VARIOUS SERPENTINE FLOW FIELD DESIGNS
The serpentine flow channel design was selected for the fuel cells in a stack as the single cell test showed excellent performance with this flow channel design. In case, if there is a large active area (or membrane area) in a fuel cell, multiple serpentine flow channels might be used, which makes the pressure loss relatively lower than that only has one long serpentine channel. Figure 8 shows three different designs of multiple serpentine flow channels (Figures 9B,D) compared to a single serpentine flow channel design for the tested fuel cell stacks. In these double serpentine and four serpentine channel designs, a special channel bifurcation structure was adopted to split a flow uniformly to two channels. Figure 9D shows a novel symmetric serpentine flow channel design proposed in this work. All the flow channels for the various serpentine flow fields have a width of 1 mm and wall width of 0.8 mm. The depth of the channels for hydrogen flow is 1 mm and for airflow is 2 mm. The hydrogen and airflow are arranged in countercurrent flow.
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Each fuel cell stack includes four identical cells, including three identical bipolar plates and two mono-polar plates (one for airflow and one for hydrogen flow) assembled together with four identical MEAs. In order to provide the same amount of flow supply to all the four cells in a stack, an external uniform flow distributor was used. Details of uniform flow distributor are available from the authors' earlier research work (Liu et al., 2012; Liu and Li, 2013a,b) .
Every test of the fuel cell stack has a constant air flow rate of 3400 cm 3 for the entire four cell stack. There are two tested www.frontiersin.org hydrogen flow rates including 200 and 500 sccm for the cell stack. Both the hydrogen and airflow were humidified at 30°C. A countercurrent flow arrangement was adopted for hydrogen and airflow in each fuel cell in the stack. During the experiments, the remaining unused hydrogen and air from the fuel cell stack were simply discharged to the exhaust.
At a hydrogen flow rate of 200 sccm, the voltage and power of the fuel cell stacks with different serpentine flow channel arrangement (as shown in Figure 9 ) are demonstrated in Figure 10A . Because of the limited supply of hydrogen, the output power of the stacks is also not high. The cell stack with the symmetric arrangement of four serpentine flow channels has the highest power output of 9 W, which is followed by the stack that has single long serpentine channels in every cell. The cell stack with the four parallel serpentine flow channel design (Figure 9C ) has the lowest power output of 7.2 W. The maximum and minimum power output among the four types of cell stacks has a significant difference of 20%.
At a hydrogen flow rate of 500 sccm, significant increase of the output power is obtained. As seen in Figure 10B , the cell stack with symmetric arrangement of four serpentine channels has the highest power output followed by the stack that has single long serpentine flow channels in each cell. The other two cell stacks having parallel double and four serpentine flow channels (Figures 9B,C) have significantly low power output.
Because of the restriction of the minimum load resistance in the test, the experiment could not measure a power of more than 32 W. It is observed from the figure that cells with single serpentine flow channel and symmetry double serpentine flow channel presented better performance than double serpentine and four serpentine cases. A similar conclusion was reported in the work of Wang et al. (2008a) . They numerically compared the performance of cells with single serpentine, double serpentine, and triple serpentine flow channels. They found that the output power of the cell with single serpentine is higher than the other two and the cell with triple serpentine showed the worst performance (Wang et al., 2008a) . The maximum output power of the stack with symmetry four serpentine flow channel reached 31 W, which is 52 and 44% higher than the output power of the stacks with four parallel serpentine channel design and double serpentine channel design, respectively. The output power of the stack with novel symmetry double serpentine flow channel design is slightly better than the stack with single serpentine flow channel design. The novel design of the symmetric two serpentine flow channel is recommended for its excellent performance. Figure 11 shows the water distribution on the cathode graphite plate with counter flow supply of hydrogen and air. It is found that water uniformly distributed on the entire plate of the cell with symmetric double serpentine shown in Figure 11A . For the cell with four serpentine flow channel shown in Figure 11B , water only distributes on half of the plate close to the hydrogen inlet. This is an indication that the cell with symmetry double serpentine flow field has a better membrane hydration and utilization and produced higher power and voltage. On the other hand, the cell with four serpentine flow channel dose not effectively utilize the MEA area and the highly locally accumulated water could block the diffusion path for air, which will cause the cell performance drop at higher operation current. Because of its four serpentine channels, it can be particularly suitable for large sized fuel cells as the pressure loss could be the concern in this case. The research team plans to conduct tests for a novel design concept in fuel cells with a membrane size of 20 cm × 20 cm in the near future.
To provide more information from the experimental work, the temperature of graphite end-plate of the fuel cell stack with single serpentine flow field was monitored by a digital thermometer (GTH 175/Pt) during a test as shown in Figure 12 . It is observed that the temperature increases with operational current and the temperature variation is around 10°C. The thermal image of the fuel cell stack demonstrated the temperature distribution of all graphite plates as seen in Figure 13A . Figure 13B presents the temperature distribution along the green line marked in Figure 13A . It is found that end-plates have lower temperature than those bipolar plates in the center. The temperature distribution shows a good symmetry due to our novel stack architecture from uniform flow distribution design (Liu et al., 2010 (Liu et al., , 2012 Liu and Li, 2013b) . 
CONCLUSION
This work experimentally studied the effects of flow field designs on single PEM fuel cell performance firstly. Serpentine flow fields showed best performance among all designs studied in the work, while the spiral flow field design showed the worst performance. Observation showed that the water distribution inside the serpentine flow field relatively uniformly spread out. The amount of water in the entire channel and rib region is sufficient but not excessive to block the diffusion path.
The serpentine flow channel design was then chosen for further comparison of flow field design considering single serpentine and multiple serpentine channels for the flow field. Experimental tests of fuel cell stacks with different arrangement of serpentine flow channels were also conducted. It was found that the fuel cell stacks with single serpentine channel design and the currently proposed symmetric four serpentine channel arrangement both worked better. We observed that the cathode plate water distribution of cell with symmetric double serpentine effectively utilized the MEA area without excessive water blocking the diffusion path. Therefore, the novel symmetry serpentine multiple flow channel arrangement is particularly recommended for large sized fuel cells.
The temperature of graphite end-plate was monitored during the entire test. The bipolar plates in the center show higher temperature than the two end-plates.
